
Commonplace 
 
 
The man complaining about the late flight  
is finally silent. His voice has gone hoarse:  
acceptance, acceptance. The attendant  
can only smile at the sudden quiet  
a little sadly. A child has made a blanket  
of his father’s overcoat. And the father, where—  
he’s up by the wall of glass, his face  
pressed against it, his tie loosened.  
On the runways, the men in lit vests  
drop the sticks of light at their sides  
saying what was to come, it already has. 
  



 
March 12, 1901 
 

From Stevens’ diary 
 

 
Today, from the elevated train, I caught sight  
of a factory near Bleecker. 
 
Through a window  
a group of girls: they were  
seeing to flowers. 
 
Sight which last summer  
would have unmade me. 
 
Pathos still strikes  
my composure 
 
though nothing comes  
to blear anymore  
my long looking. 
 
No tear ever  
says it is over, leave off 
 
returning and returning. 
 
To be moved through  
the world showing  
no sign— 
 
Who would have thought  
this was feeling? 
  



 
Once 
 
 
That was the one time I ever sleepwalked.  
When you wake up, you’re a little boy  
halfway down some hall of a huge hotel  
with far too many rooms, endlessly many.  
You’re only half dressed, half weeping  
already. When someone finds you this way  
how will you ever explain. What will you do  
when no one finds you. Your family sleeps soundly  
in no room whose number you know, so you say  
to yourself, it is this one, pounding at the door  
till your own momentum makes you certain  
this man wincing through the careful opening  
must be your father. The exhausted stranger  
looks almost afraid. Security takes pity.  
Security is a clerk who knows every mystery  
and so asks nothing, only leading you back  
in the odd hour, hour of numberless things  
that might be forgotten, a hand on your shoulder. 
  



Three Dreams of Descartes 
 
 
1. 
 
All that begins to know itself is shame.  
Whatever balance staves off self-scrutiny  
fell away—I was conscious suddenly  
of not being able to stand.  
A wind  
by which others seemed  
unmoved now spun me round, now spun  
and spun me round. I lunged, managed to lunge  
at a gate fronting the courtyard to the college.  
Propped up, unsteadied still, I saw ahead  
someone whose look was perfect recognition,  
to me perfectly unknown; very grave,  
expectant; holding a melon. I was  
to pass this on. 
 



2. 
 
Piercing as seeing  
that instant  
outside time. 
 
This thing  
made me nothing. 
 
I was what— 
 
I was something  
thinking. 
 



3. 
 
I woke to find I’d left  
two books laid out on the table—  
a dictionary, poetry— 
 
and this man  
whose presence seemed inexplicably  
natural, necessary. 
 
It was his strange authority  
standing there, the way he looked on  
with gentle urgency. 
 
Flipping through the book of poetry  
my eyes settled on the phrase  
I found myself muttering 
 
straightaway: Which path.  
That’s when he cut in with his own:  
What is and what is not. 
 
I knew the line  
but couldn’t find the page.  
And idly picking up the dictionary— 
 
blank entry after blank entry.  
And then the books, the man, had been  
erased. I stood there, some obscure answer 
 
to a question no one had asked.  
I couldn’t say just what it was,  
the words I’d known 
 
being gone. 
 



4. 
 
This was winter. I was billeted  
in a cabin by the Danube, one more unknown  
waiting to fight the Duke of Bavaria— 
 
That winter I was twenty-three— 
 
But that’s only history, the one dream  
time proves false. 
  



Aleksander Wat at Zamarstynow 
 
 
Held twelve to a cell, there are arts you learn.  
How to arrange yourselves with such skill  
every man can lie down. 

    Which isn’t to say  
I slept well, slept at all. The light never went out.  
And the racket all night—some grotesque café  
where the tortured chatter—anything insignificant. 
 
Lying still in that cell, I learned not to hear it.  
Every night, lying still, I’d sneak out. 
 
This wasn’t some dream  
escape from time.  
Difficult to set out  
knowing I’d have to return  
before dawn; more difficult  
not to. So I’d hurry  
home through the city  
that was as I recalled it.  
Always I was careful  
(real, this had to be real)  
not to miss a street. 
 
The apartment still there on Nabielak Street.  
The faithfulness of the girl at the gate.  
She’d forgive me my filth, my strangeness.  
She was sure who I was.  
We’d share words. 
 
Then to rush upstairs to—they were there: safe still—my wife and son, Ola, Andrzej. 
 
Embraces, the things we say with our eyes. Suddenly there wasn’t time, wasn’t need, for much 
else. 
 
But what stays with me is how, just as I rose to go—it was always this way—, she’d bring me—
this you have to sit down and drink very slowly;—she would bring me a glass of tea: very hot, 
very good bitter tea. 
 
  



Taris 
 
 
The swimmer leaps backward out of the water  
and is suddenly upstanding, dry, dressed in finery  
in Jean Vigo’s “Taris.” The twenty-something director  
in three years dead of tuberculosis and in danger  
of having to sell (he’ll have to sell) his camera, takes on  
a commission: a short on swimming. No other direction  
given. No one but this plotless Olympian. A pool is all it is  
though sometimes the water seems to assume the vast sea’s  
dark glimmer, dark glimmer of history, the swimmer  
knowing in body that so much motion can only ever be  
a way of drowning, of drowning nearly, staying afloat  
by entering the element as if this were meant and making  
such a pattern of the thrashes and gasps for breath that  
need approaches beauty, somehow becoming this ease  
as now the swimmer amuses himself at the thought  
of an audience. From the floor of the pool he waves,  
the swimmer who in Jean Vigo’s “Taris” leaps  
backward out of the water and is suddenly  
turning to tip his cap with a kind of grave whimsy  
as the reverie of water gives way to a city street,  
to a walking reverie, this suited man walking away. 
  



Leonard Woolf 
 
 
Plunging the excess pups  
in the water was the resolution  
a litter of three decided my parents on.  
The job falling to me,  
I hovered above the filthy pail  
unexpectantly, a boy at a chore  
feeling nothing exactly.  
Agony, V.,  
was watching the flailing to life  
beneath, each one becoming itself  
against the small unendurable pool  
briefly. Water brimmed from the pail  
above which, now—a self  
very still. 
 
  



John Hull 
 
 
When the reality is immoveable,  
resistance and acquiescence are words  
for futile. Not to see can almost be borne,  
not this shadowing feeling—not being seen.  
More and more I feel the shared gaze  
still known in memory proves existence  
as nothing else can, proves us human.  
So many faces are gone, even his  
that was mine. Telling a bedtime story  
to Thomas, I hear him reach for a switch  
and announce, Thomas needs light,  
Da only needs the dark. I have tried  
to answer the question of consolation.  
Today my answer is rain: hearing rain. 
 
 
  



The Pianist 
 
 
When my right hand  
When the hand that had been mine  
When I found that hand  
curling inward stayed  
curled 
 
protestations meant nothing; prayers.  
Thinking, not thinking—  
nothing. 
 
But there was a literature  
for the left hand, there was someone before—  
his arm blown off in the war. 
 
And what was over was not  
what I thought was over— 
 
from the beginning, my relation had been  
to music, not myself the player— 
 
Incurable, desire  
that survives as devotion  
no disfigurement can cure. 
 
I became a teacher. 
 
Hand placed over  
Sometimes I place my hand over  
the hand of the player 
 
very gently or  
forcefully, in sympathy. 
 
 
  



When Away 
 
 
For the dark beneath you, say sea.  
Above you, dark. Sky, sky... 
 
Your dark boat. 
 
The known stars to keep your course by. 
 
 
- 
 
 
You were a boy. Hardly. A baby.  
Your father held you at the shoulders.  
You waded in tidal pools  
studying what circled your ankles.  
Mussels. Unnameables. Urchins. 
 
Wind suffusing the water: never stillness. 
 
And the sand harsh with shells. 
 
 
- 
 
 
You’d say mother: one was there.  
You’d say father: one was there. 
 
There were palms, there were storms. 
 
Love, fear. 
 
There was nothing  
there wasn’t a word for. 
 
 
- 
 
 
If the fish you net  
taste sweet, you’re near 
 
a river, near rest, some small  



restful shore. 
 
Countless, the islands that are 
 
not the island  
you set out for. 
 
 
- 
 
 
In the dream, you leaned over the prow  
and, instead of your reflection, saw shadow. 
 
 
- 
 
 
Days out, the idea of days lay  
lies sunken on the sea floor. 
 
Lifted anchor  
tense was. 
 
Vanished tailwind  
that was tense. 
 
Your sunlit body barely  
a weight in the boat. 
 
Creak of the wood like a proof of the world. 
 
How like shipwreck, the safe floating, yours, over surfaces. 
 
How the idea of days  
lay or lies. 
 
 
- 
 
 
What returns the world? 
 
It could be 
 
specks of white  



out ahead 
 
remaining, becoming 
 
the gliding  
of terns, closer 
 
some sureness in their bodies  
crying shore. 
 
Not yet seen yet sure  
as anything. 
 
Open-mouthed stare. 
 
The world, the world 
 
no cry you can utter. 
 
 


